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Feasibility Study of Lossless Compression and Fast Transfer of Still Images 
Kiyomitsu KAJISA 
For the purpose of applications of remote product tests and remote product monitoring， toveriち7
whether the lossless image compression is useful or not from the view point of the speed of 
continuous transfer of stil images， using a non-expensive USB camera， we implemented test 
programs and tested. Results， using PNG and TIFF images by standard lossless image compression， 
show that overhead caused by the lossless compression and decompression introduces approximately 
114 transfer delay compared with the case of no image compression， though the transfer speed of the 
compressed images themselves is shorten. This technical paper reports the method of capturing stil 
images asynchronously using a USB camera and transferring images via 100Mbps LAN 
asynchronously， implementation of an image capture client test program and an image display server 
test program， experiments and results of using the test programs， and considerations of the 
experiments. 
















用 CCDカメラから連続して取得される 512x 440画





















なお，実験プログラムの試作には， Microsoft Visual 






























Project)で公開されている DShowNET.dll (52KB) 5) 
を使用した.
12 
表 1 D i rectShowのインタフェース，クラス，メソッド















ICaptureGraphBui Ider2. SetFi Itergraph() 
IGraphBui Ider. AddFi Iter 0 









































































































るBMP(非圧縮)， TIFF， GIF， PNG (無歪圧縮)，JPEG 
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図 5 ツール1¥ー のボタン
加治佐清光








Interchange 8 bits/pixel. 256色
Format 透明，アニメーション
Portable 無歪圧縮.LZ77+2次元 Huffman
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BMPの場合は 34.1[Frame/Sec]と余裕があり， JPEG 
の場合は 30.0[Frame/Sec]と動画像の画像取得速度に


















[F/sJ [F/sJ [BytesJ 
BMP 10.2 34.1 230，454 
TIFF * 7.2 18.5 202，893 
GIF * 10.5 25.1 36，425 
PNG 7.8 16.8 140.058 
JPEG 10.9 30.0 12.366 




[F/sJ [F/sJ [BytesJ 
BMP 21.3 46.9 230，454 
TIFF 16.0 29.4 212.420 
GIF 22.0 38.4 42，720 
PNG 16.5 27.1 144.200 
JPEG 27.9 44.0 12，560 




[F/sJ [F/sJ [BytesJ 
BMP 13.7 32.4 230，454 
TIFF 10.5 20.4 203.700 
GIF 15.2 21.2 39.790 
PNG 11.7 19.2 134.600 
JPEG 17.1 32.7 11.210 
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